
What does Value in Red
Meat mean to
Consumers?

Lean supply chains add maximum value at minimum cost.  The

concept of cost is fairly straightforward but what about value?

What exactly is meant by value and how can it be measured?

Value is defined by the decisions of shoppers and consumers.  There

is a subtle difference between the two.  Whilst everyone is a

consumer, only some members of the family might be shoppers.

However, consumers express their views to shoppers in the family

and so satisfying consumers is the key to sales. 

Shoppers hold the ultimate power in the chain.  Their purchasing

decisions determine which retailers and which suppliers are rewarded

with revenue.

This point is fundamental when considering cost and waste in the

food chain.  Ideally, every single activity in the chain should add

value to consumers.  A tough way to test for this would be to show

each activity to consumers and ask if they feel willing to pay for it!  

If activities do not add value to consumers then they are ultimately

wasteful and so anyone who can deliver the product without this

extra cost will have a competitive advantage.  It is also possible to

create new value by adding extra activities, for example by

marinading a product.  However in doing so, it is vital to ensure that

the added value exceeds the extra cost.

“One of the great weaknesses of most Lean implementation

programmes is that value is defined by the company or their

consultants rather than the customer.”

Lean  Profit  Potential,  Hines,  Silvi  &  Bartolini

Producers and retailers can easily fall into a trap when considering

value.  

Wishful thinking – believing passionately in a particular way of
doing things and therefore assuming that consumers must agree.
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Defensiveness - failing to accept that an established activity is not
genuinely valuable and is really a waste of time.

Blinkered thinking - assuming that one’s own personal contacts
are representative of all consumers, whereas they are almost
always biased towards one section of society. 

Failing to keep up with developments – not recognising that
society is evolving rapidly and so are consumer demands.  For
example, it is anachronistic now to think of shoppers as
‘housewives’.

So there is no substitute for regular and robust consumer and shopper

research.  A wide range of detailed consumer information is available

free to the red meat industry from the Red Meat Industry Forum via

their website: www.mlc.org.uk/forum.

How do Shoppers Choose?

Shopper psychology is a complex and developing subject.  Purchasing

decisions are often sub-conscious and shoppers sometimes have great

difficulty in explaining why they made a particular choice.  We can all

be influenced by advertising and various display techniques in store,

but only to a certain extent.  Ultimately, the products must satisfy us

if we are to buy them repeatedly.    

MLC conducted an in-depth survey on how shoppers choose red

meat in 2002 and a report  “The Shopping Decision Tree” was

published as part of their Meat Market Insights Series. 

IGD also studies shopper psychology and believes that some general

rules apply:

1. Shoppers consider value whenever they make a purchase,

although this is often a fleeting and sub-conscious judgement.

2. Every person’s mind works slightly differently and judgements

on value are personal.

3. Different things appeal to different consumers and at different

times.
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Sometimes it’s said that “shoppers just buy on price” but that’s too
simplistic.  

Shoppers almost always consider price when making a purchase
decision, but they also weigh it against quality to decide whether a
product is good value. 

Value  =  Quality/Price

People often also factor time into this equation as if it were an extra
cost.  So they will only drive further to reach a cheaper shop if the
cost savings outweigh the extra time taken.  And they might pay
more for a convenience food product that saves time in the kitchen.  

A beefburger and a sirloin steak can therefore be considered of equal
value (as can a Skoda and a Rolls Royce) provided that the difference
in quality balances the difference in cost.  

However each person has a limited budget and may put an upper
limit on the price they are willing to pay.

So quality is something that a customer is willing to pay extra for.
There’s no point in  developing a supposedly superior product, unless
sufficient consumers agree and are prepared to pay more for it.

In red meat, there are various attributes that influence choice and that
shoppers are willing to pay for.  These include:

Texture, taste and aroma

Convenience

Shape, size and flexibility

Packaging

Service 

Information and advice

Reassurance and traceability

Local production

Storability (e.g. shelf life, freezability)

Animal welfare

Nutritional content
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Activities in the chain that contribute towards these attributes are

therefore ‘value adding’.  Activities that do not deliver a consumer

benefit are just cost adding and therefore candidates for elimination

in any lean improvement exercise.

The attributes are not of equal significance and in the mass market it

is taste, convenience and price that predominate.

However, people have varying lifestyles, incomes and needs and

these affect what is most important to them.  For instance a wealthy

and busy person might put a particularly high value on saving time. 

Personal beliefs and attitudes differ.  Some are particularly concerned

about animal welfare, others by the nutritional content of food and

still others by the place of origin.

To complicate things further, the same person may take a different

view at different times.  People think differently when eating out and

eating in.  On special occasions, shoppers are prepared to pay more

for the finest quality.

So some people will pay extra for particular attributes at particular

times, whereas others will not and this results in a series of nice or

differentiated markets.

We  suspect  that  many  more  opportunities  exist  in  red  meat  to  create

extra  consumer  value  and  new  niche  markets  by  accentuating  one  or

more  of  these  attributes.    See  our  Case  Studies  for  successful

examples.

Product Attributes

Each product attribute is a complex subject in its own right and much

more information is available from MLC.  See www.mlc.org.uk for

details.  Here we briefly touch on each theme. 
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1. Texture,  Taste  and  Aroma

Texture, taste and aroma are vital ingredients of quality but shoppers

often find it hard to judge them in advance.  They mainly estimate

from the appearance of the meat but as we all know, this is not an

exact science and people can make contrasting judgements.

2. Convenience  

The expression “time is money” applies to most people, many of

whom will pay substantially more to save shopping, preparation or

cooking time.

The drive towards convenience is one of the most pronounced

consumer trends.  According to research conducted by Geest the

average time taken to prepare  a main meal has fallen from 60

minutes in the 1980’s to 20 minutes today.
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When it comes to red meat, one size doesn’t fit all.  Shoppers like to

have a range of sizes to choose from according to individual recipes

and appetites.

4. Packaging

Packaging helps to preserve products and can make them easier to

transport.  It also provides a form of portion control.  Many people

like to inspect meat carefully before buying and good packaging helps

to do that.

The value and convenience of packaged red meat products means

that they greatly outsell traditional counter service.

3. Shape,  Size  and  Flexibility
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5. Service

.

Nonetheless, the shopping experience is an important factor and

many people will pay extra for a store that provides friendly and

helpful service. 

6. Information  and  Advice

According to research by the Food Standards Agency:

75% of people look for best before dates or cooking instructions
on pack.

70% of people study ingredients (on some products, e.g. ready
meals).

60% sometimes look for nutritional information (e.g. calories).

13% look for ethical information (e.g. production method).

Consumers also appreciate off-label information e.g. recipe leaflets. 
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Locally produced food is a strong selling point for some people.  In

fact most consumers prefer their meat to be local if directly asked,

although a much smaller proportion actively seek out local products.

So a challenge for the British red meat industry is to convert this

somewhat vague sense of consumer loyalty into something more

concrete.

The term ‘local’ cannot be defined precisely - there are different

degrees of ‘localness’ ranging from European, through national, to

regional and district.  ‘The more local the better’ reflects one view,

although others are fully satisfied with a national product.

Quality may also be associated with other non-local places of origin.

Parma ham is one example.

With some high profile food scares in the past, many consumers

welcome assurance about origin, production and handling methods.

This might be through an assurance scheme or a brand name.

Organic food provides extra reassurance to some consumers and may

have taste and texture benefits too.

8. Local  Production

7. Reassurance  and  traceability
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9. Others

Other factors important to some consumers are storability, animal

welfare and nutritional content.

Shelf life is a key influence of shopping decisions and any
process that can extend shelf life (but without any negative
connotations such as certain preservatives) is valuable to
consumers. 

Products can be differentiated through varying degrees of
welfare, as demonstrated by the egg industry, but this requires
careful explanation and a long term information campaign.

A recent trend is to fortify foods or otherwise provide additional
nutritional benefits.  This has not been applied in a major way to
red meat but may increasingly be done so in future.

Consumer Attitudes to Waste

The opposite of value is waste and consumers also have strong views

about bad value and waste.    

Elements of waste for consumers can include:

Fat

Bone

Toughness

Inconsistency

Excessive packaging

Lack of availability (products not on-shelf)

According to IGD research, most consumers can recall occasions

where they had been disappointed with red meat.  This illustrates the

opportunity for industry to reduce instances of these problems,

improve satisfaction and increase sales.

However, one person’s value can be another person’s waste.  For

example, some prefer their chops to include fat and bone.  It

reinforces the need for the industry to provide choice.
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Step

1 Identify a target market

2 Understand what really matters to satisfy consumers in that market

3 Gear everyone in the chain to maximising consumer satisfaction at
the lowest possible cost

This may seem like a simple and obvious formula and yet in practice

many things can get in the way including insufficient consumer

understanding, lack of market focus and poor communication

through the chain.

Each of these steps presents a separate set of challenges and the main

emphasis of this pack is on step 3.  There are many other sources of

help for the first two steps and both MLC and IGD provide extensive

research in this area.  

An extra complication applies for red meat, because each animal/

carcase may supply several, very different end markets.  So a balance

and compromise between target markets is needed.  But the general

principle of identifying value, maximising it and minimising cost

remains.   

What Should Producers do about this?

The Lean philosophy involves taking a single-minded view of value,

focusing the whole chain on what matters most to consumers, cutting

out activities that don’t add value and sometimes adding activities

that do.  But given that views of consumers vary, a vital first step is to

choose a target market.  

Examples might include mainstream supermarket cuts, supermarket

premium range, Q Guild butchers, ready meals, fast food, family

restaurants, premium restaurants or exports to a particular country.

Each of these markets has a different value equation.




